her out of the university into the community, where she has worked hard to bridge the gap between the university and the community. She is also the past-president of India-Canada Association of Calgary and Calgary Immigrant Women's Association and Canadian Association for the Study of International Development.

Rajasthan's average rainfall amounts to only half of what the rest of the country receives. However, these figures do not provide an actual picture of the state's rainfall as it may go up to 100 cm in some places and less than 25 cm in others.

This initiative of TBS has been called a spectacular success story by the Center for Science and Environment.
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FREDERICK RYAN

To my daughter, after a friend's wedding in Montreal

How strongly we heave our memories into the future.
Do you seek me as I sought my father?
What do you see with memories?

I have his scent on my handkerchief,
his pride in his son, love pouring like leaves out his dry eyes,

I sit wearing his housecoat, using your pen, inventing this backfill for our future.

Your old lover is now married.
How good a sacrament it was, dancing with you.

Frederick Ryan is a journalist and a newspaper editor who has won for a number of years firsts, seconds, and thirds in the Best Editorial, Best Column, and Best Feature Awards from the Quebec Community Newspaper Association. He resides in rural West Quebec, where he is the working owner of three successful community newspapers.